Port traffic is affected by many factors, which may lead to certain problems in terms of maritime traffic safety and efficiency. To further study the maritime traffic flow of ships under the influence of multiple factors, our work combines artificial intelligence and an agent-based architecture to carry out port traffic flow simulation research. Moreover, considering an actual situation, a theoretical research method is used to analyze the feasibility of cellular automata combined with an agent architecture, and the basic framework is constructed. Simultaneously, in order to improve the computational efficiency, a system framework based on the Internet of Things structure is constructed, and the authenticity of the simulation process is improved. In addition, through a field investigation, the corresponding cellular automata model is established, and the cellular automata model and agent architecture are combined to establish the port traffic flow simulation model. Finally, the actual port operational data are collected to simulate various conditions, and the simulation results are obtained. The research shows that the model constructed in this paper has certain effects on the study of ship behavior in ports and can provide a theoretical reference for subsequent related research.
I. INTRODUCTION
When passing through port segments, ships often need to line up and comply with corresponding navigation rules and dispatch commands. This not only increases the navigation time but also causes frequent maritime traffic accidents and leads to loss of life and property as well as environmental pollution and damage. Reducing such accidents, evaluating the safety risks, and determining how to increase the passage capacity of waterways and effectively organize and manage maritime transportation are problems that maritime departments and scientific and technical personnel need to think about and study [1] . To solve these problems, we need to study the ship traffic flow. However, this flow is affected and restricted by many factors due to people, ships, the environment and management, and it changes dynamically over time, so it is The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chun-Wei Tsai . difficult to accurately describe the ship traffic flow accurately with mathematical models. Moreover, the ship traffic flow is not suitable for experimentation when there are a large number of ships. Therefore, intelligent methods are needed for processing to effectively simulate the actual operating conditions [2] .
As computing power has increased rapidly, artificial intelligence theory and research have deepened. At the same time, computer simulation has evolved from atomic models to object-oriented models and now into agent-oriented models [3] . In the 1980s, in the simulation of ship traffic flow, expert systems and fuzzy decision-making were repeatedly applied to micromodels In the 1990s, due to the rapid development of computer technology, computer simulation greatly improved in terms of graphical interfaces, operational accuracy, adaptability and stability. However, research in the field of artificial intelligence has not received much attention in terms of improvement, and research on simulating ship traffic flow has entered a stable period. Therefore, the previous research was mainly based on the expert system microscopic model [4] .
Since the late 1980s, both modeling and simulation technology have gradually become a focus of researchers, and research on modeling complex system and maritime traffic flow simulation technology has attracted increasing expert attention. Moreover, the corresponding theoretical methods and technical research have been rapidly developed, and modeling the behavior of ship traffic through complex systems has been widely used [5] . Different from the reductionist research method, the theoretical basis of complex systems is to study the system through considering the system integrity and reductionism and incorporating mathematical models and computer simulation technology to reproduce the characteristics of the maritime traffic flow [6] . After 20 years of research and development, complex system technology is more mature, and the corresponding models and algorithms are more versatile. As a complex system, the maritime transportation system mainly shows the integrity and macroscopic nature of maritime traffic flow through the behavior among the ships and the interactions between ships and the environment. It is difficult to accurately model these dynamics by using only mathematical models for the analysis. Therefore, using complex system theory, the interactions among the ships and the ships' ontology to show the integrity and relevance of the maritime traffic flow is an emerging concept in terms of a method for studying the simulation of maritime traffic flow [7] . It is also a very good research method for establishing a microscopic traffic flow simulation of a ship and the environment through the use of cellular automata and agent theory. However, unfortunately, the technology in this area is mainly applied to the simulation of urban and highway traffic, and applications to the simulation of maritime traffic flow are not common at present [8] .
In 2001, K. Hasegawa proposed an agent model based on the length of the ship and applied it to a narrow channel. At the same time, this model simulates the maritime traffic flow and basically achieves collision avoidance and stranding prevention. In the same year, M. Numano also proposed a traffic simulator suitable for the maritime environment. It used the ship as an independent agent to analyze its autonomy and simulated the navigational status of the ship agent in the local waters [9] . In 2009, Henesey simulated and analyzed the container ship traffic flow using SimPort (an agent-based simulation platform) and obtained a more efficient schedule. Vidal used the agent feature to construct a model of a container terminal and extended the model to the operations of the container yard. Although the above literature mentions the concept of an agent and the agent-based models, they are still based on expert systems and do not consider or study the ship's ontology or the impact of the ship and the environment. Therefore, the systems they study are not very versatile, practical or systematic [10] .
Domestic and foreign scholars have conducted extensive research on the evaluation of the ship traffic environment by using methods such as the analytic hierarchy process, fuzzy theory and queuing theory and have achieved good results. Japanese scholars have made some contributions to the simulation of ship traffic flow. For example, in 1965, Sugisaki showed the use of a ship traffic microsimulation to test the traffic capacity of the Puhe waterway [11] . Moreover, Ou Shanying, Yamada et al.'s ''Guan Shi Ship Traffic Flow Control Simulation'' and Sanmu's ''Sluice Navigation Performance Simulation'' are mainly used to simulate the macroscopic flow of ship traffic [12] . The COST3O1 report represents the traffic flow system research pioneered by members of the Western European community in the United Kingdom, the United States and Western Europe and is mainly an introduction to maritime traffic research. However, due to its confidentiality, it does not make simulation analysis data available for quantitative modeling, especially in terms of the application of the highest level of technology [13] . Later, the United Kingdom, Norway and other countries successively developed a simulator that can achieve interactive functions [14] . In 2003, S. Kiremidjian and Dimitris Pachakis analyzed and summarized the cargo and traffic flow data for container ships in a port in the United States. They developed a ship generation model for statistical purposes and used the port's traffic and income records to calibrate the ship flow generation algorithm [15] . In the same year, Turkish scholars, Ersan Basar and Ercan Kose, analyzed and compared data on the waiting time and the time of arrival of ships in the Istanbul Strait to establish a network analysis model of the Boer Straits, and they conducted a reasonable analysis and prediction of a new oil pipeline through the model [16] . In 2007, Ihan Or and Birnur Ozbas of Istanbul University combined the ship's inbound and outbound seaport characteristics, trends and arrival rules to establish a maritime transport model using Arena 10.0 and implemented a new system for BMTS using this model [17] .
Although experts and scholars have conducted much research on traffic flow simulation and have obtained corresponding results, most of their work mainly focuses on analyzing the characteristics of ship traffic flow and the influencing factors of ships, and most of the methods adopted are based on statistical properties. Therefore, the traffic flow models they have developed are highly versatile and practical. In particular, during the simulation process, the ship information and information exchange between ships cannot be dynamically represented, which results in many deficiencies in the simulation. In addition, in terms of ship maneuvering, the ship maneuvering simulation system is generally only used in some extreme navigational and environmental conditions and does not consider simulation cases under actual environmental conditions with different navigational conditions [18] .
In fact, the vessel traffic model-based CA and Agent had already been proposed by other researchers. Qi L built the corresponding model in his paper. The characteristics of the ship's velocity change are taken into account in the model. First, the acceleration of a ship was divided into two components: regular component and random component. Second, the mathematical functions and statistical distribution parameters of the two components were confirmed by spectral analysis, curve fitting and auto-correlation analysis methods. Third, by combining the two components, the acceleration was regenerated in the update rules for ships' movement. To test the performance of the model, the ship traffic flows in the Dover Strait, the Changshan Channel and the Qiongzhou Strait were studied and simulated. The results show that the characteristics of ships' velocities in the simulations are consistent with the measured data by Automatic [19] .
A CA model for ship traffic flow, called a spatial-logical mapping (SLM) model, is presented by Qi Le. In this model, the spatial discretization rules are improved by adding a mapping rule. And the dynamic ship domain model is considered in the update rules to describe ships' interaction more exactly. Take the ship traffic flow in the Singapore Strait for example, some simulations were carried out and compared. The simulations show that the SLM model could avoid ship pseudo lane-change efficiently, which is caused by traditional spatial discretization rules [20] .
Therefore, this work proposes a simulation method to simulate the ship traffic flow of the Wuhan Yangtze River multibridge channel. The traffic flow is the best representation of ship behavior. Through the simulation of the traffic flow, the behavioral characteristics and ship dynamics can be quantitatively or visually analyzed, which provides a powerful means and method for evaluating the passage capacity, navigation risk, and organizational and management effectiveness of the channel.
Port traffic flow modeling and simulation is of great significance for guiding port design and transformation. At present, port traffic flow simulation is mainly carried out by constructing a cellular automaton model or an agent model, but both have advantages and disadvantages. The cellular automaton model is easy to implement but has poor realism and it is difficult to characterize individual differences. The Agent model has high complexity and low simulation efficiency. Therefore, this paper combines the advantages of Agent and cellular automaton model to establish a port traffic flow simulation model.
II. AGENT MODEL STRUCTURE A. AGENT CHARACTERISTICS
Agents are now widely used in complex system simulations in different industries: from social and economic system simulation to logistics management system optimization, and from biological system simulation to traffic system simulation. Due to the large differences in the structure of different systems, there is still not a clear and unified definition of an agent. However, agent modelers generally agree that an agent should include some or all of the following features [21] : (1) Independence: an agent is an independent entity with obvious characteristics, and it has its own characteristics, behavioral rules and decision-making abilities and can also control itself. (2) Purpose: an agent has its own goals and achieves its goals through its own actions. (3) Autonomy: agents can use their own abilities to deal with changes in the external environment on their own and can also handle a relationship with other agents on their own within a certain scope. Moreover, an agent can make judgments based on its own conditions and external environmental information to control its own behavior. (4) Sociable: agents exist in an environment; thus, their behavior must comply with the rules of their environment so that they can interact with the environment and other agents through a communication language, cooperate to complete tasks, and reach their goals. (5) Reactivity: an agent is able to perceive the surrounding environmental information, respond appropriately to changes in the outside world, and learn and adjust its own rules of behavior based on experience.
B. AGENT MODEL STRUCTURE
Agent-based modeling methods are applied in many fields, and the characteristics of the research objects in various fields are completely different. Therefore, the structure of each research object that is abstracted into an agent is also different. In actual application processes, there are usually the following three structural models. (1) The reactive agent models. The logical structure of a reactive agent is shown in Figure 3 . The intelligence of the agent in this model is manifested in perception and action, and the agent does not need knowledge or reasoning and gradually evolves in the course of action; its behavior is reflected by its interactions with the outside world. When the agent senses that a change in the environmental information meets certain conditions, it directly calls the relevant preset ''condition-action rule'' to perform the corresponding action and generates a behavioral output that affects the environment. This kind of agent is simple, easy to implement, and responds quickly to changes in the external environment, so it is suitable for simple and intelligent research objects [22] .
(3) The hybrid agent model. The model attempts to fuse the advantages of the above two agents, but it leads to a more complex structure [23] . 
C. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM
For complex systems, modeling with a single agent is an impossible task, and multiple agents must be used to describe such a system. We refer to a system composed of multiple agents as a multi-agent system (MAS). Through the cooperation of multiple agents, problems can be solved that cannot be solved by a single agent alone.
1) MULTI-AGENT INTERACTION
The interactions among agents are the most important behaviors in a multi-agent system. It is these interactions that make a multi-agent system highly complex and intelligent. The interactions among agents are completed through a series of interactions, which are divided into direct and indirect. Whether it is a direct or an indirect interaction, it is accompanied by the sending of messages [24] .
2) MULTI-AGENT COOPERATION AND COORDINATION
In a multi-agent system, if a single agent is incapable of completing a task or its resources are limited, the task needs to be completed by using multiple agents. When multiple agents need to be organized to work together, coordinating them becomes a major issue. The easiest solution is to break the task into multiple subtasks and assign them to different agents to complete [25] .
3) MULTI-AGENT COMMUNICATION
The interactions, cooperation and coordination among agents are all done through communication. If communication is not possible, the agents cannot exchange information and knowledge, and they cannot signal their intentions. Therefore, a good communication system is very important for a multi-agent system. In a good communication system, each agent can effectively transmit their information. There are two modes for transferring information, the synchronous and asynchronous modes. In the synchronous mode, when an agent sends a message, it will wait until it receives a reply. In the asynchronous mode, an agent does not wait after sending a message and continues its activity regardless of whether it has received a reply or not. In addition, the communication among agents can be either direct, broadcast or through a blackboard model. Transportation is an important application area. The distributed nature of the transportation process and the independence of the entities involved in the process make it possible to take full advantage of a multi-agent system, and a multi-agent system is a truly effective solution and tool for realizing traffic simulation [26] .
III. MODEL BUILDING
The application of the Internet of Things technology in ship wireless sensor networks provides an accurate global positioning system for maritime shipping activities, facilitating the timely launch of rescue activities in the event of a ship failure, and tracking and reporting of maritime meteorological activities. It can also provide weather reports for ship navigation and much more. It can be said that the Internet of Things technology protects the ship's wireless sensor network from external influences and is more accurate and scientific. Therefore, it is very important to conduct applied research for the Internet of Things technology for ship wireless sensor networks. At present, the Internet of Things technology provides the network security technology for communications and the wireless sensor network, which fundamentally promotes the comprehensive, systematic and scientific development of ship wireless sensor networks to develop and improve its important role in ship navigation. This research aims to build a simulation structure based on an Internet of Things system.
To meet the port system simulation requirements, the channel, anchor and berth cell models are constructed. The channel cell can reflect the navigational behavior of a ship in the channel and the design structure of the channel. The anchorage cell can reflect a ship's attributes in the moored state. The berth cell can reflect the characteristics of the ship's berthing, loading and unloading status.
A. CHANNEL CELL MODELING
In the port system, the channel is an important passageway for providing navigation. Moreover, the ship's behavior needs to be realized in the channel. Therefore, a reasonable model of the channel can improve the simulation effect and is of great significance for the construction of the port system. In this paper, the navigation channel is constructed by a cellular automaton, and the navigation channel is divided into a grid space composed of a combination of the route segments and intersections in which the same cells are successively arranged. At the same time, a channel cell uses a two-dimensional grid space structure, and each grid space represents a cell [27] .
1) MODELING OF ROUTE SEGMENT CELL
To facilitate the analysis of the navigation channel area with different traffic conditions, the route segment divides the navigation channel into several segments in the navigation direction of the ship. In this paper, all the nonlinear segments are simplified to straight routes in order to meet the needs of the simulation. Moreover, the nonorthogonal transfer folds of the channel are simplified accordingly, and the straight routes of different angles are used for docking. A schematic diagram of the modeling of the cells at the nonorthogonal transfers in the channel is shown in Figure 3 . In addition, each route segment in the channel is continuously packed with cells of the same size. When determining the unit cell size, the length and width of the route segment can be expressed by the number of cells. Due to the different environmental conditions and hydrological characteristics of each segment, the speed limit of the ship in each segment is also different. In the actual port, V1, the speed of the ship decreases as the distance from the berth decreases and increases as the distance to the entrance of the channel decreases. To reflect the change in the ship speed with the position of the ship, different cell models are established for different route segments. Therefore, the unit cell of the channel gradually becomes larger in the direction from the berth to the entrance of the channel. The channel cell has two state variables: whether it is occupied and whether it is occupied by a dynamic ship [28] .
2) MODELING OF COMPOUND CHANNEL CELLS
A compound channel consists of a main channel, a separation zone and a boat channel. Moreover, the ship traffic flow is in a double-in and double-out situation here. Due to the different traffic flow characteristics of the boat channel and the main complex channel for ships, the main channel is filled with large scale unit cells, and the boat channel and the separation zone are filled with smaller unit cells. The main channel is for large ships to enter and exit, the boat channel is for one-way traffic, and the separation belt is for the temporary passage of boats. In addition, the ships can continue to sail to the main channel and the boat channel. If a ship needs to travel through a dividing zone cell, it will pass through using the shortest path. The modeling of the compound channel cells is shown in Figure 4 [29] .
3) MODELING OF Y-SHAPED CHANNEL PORT CELLS
Ships entering and leaving the port at a Y-shaped waterway are likely to form multiple traffic flows, and the traffic conditions are more complicated. Therefore, this paper ignores the intersections that are less affected by traffic flow and only considers the Y-shaped main channel. The water area is uniformly covered by the channel cells and constructed as a grid space. For the intersection of the channel, a straight channel of different angles is used for docking. A schematic diagram of modeling the Y-shaped channel port cell is shown in Figure 6 [30].
4) MODELING OF BERTH CELLS
The berth cell can reflect the status of the ship's berthing, loading and unloading and auxiliary operations. The shape of the berth cell is uniformly divided into squares, and the cell has two states: whether it is idle or loading and unloading. If the berth is vacant and the inbound ship's attributes meet the berth conditions, the ship may enter the port by anchorage or enter the port directly from the channel. The berth is released when the ship is unloaded, loaded and waiting to leave the port. At the same time, the ships in the port can also carry out operations such as berthing according to the state of the berth Figure 6 [31] .
cells. A schematic diagram modeling a berth cell is shown in

B. SHIP PRODUCTION
Ship production mainly involves random variables such as the time interval between ship arrivals and ship speeds, and these variables are generally subject to a certain distribution.
1) PORT TRAFFIC FLOW
In maritime traffic engineering, the port traffic is used to describe the port's ability to handle ship traffic, and it usually refers to the maximum number of ships that can be processed per unit time. Port traffic flow is represented by a discrete random variable, which is often used to describe the number of times an event occurs within a certain period of time. Moreover, in general, the port traffic flows usually follow a normal distribution [32] .
2) TIME-INTERVAL BETWEEN SHIPS
The time-interval between ships refers to the time interval for two consecutive ships to pass the same position line. The arrival time interval for a single ship is random, but there is a certain regularity for the arrival time interval of all ships in the entire port. However, the timing of the arrival of ships varies from port to port, and they typically do not follow a uniform distribution. Generally, the ship traffic data of a specific port is analyzed, and the corresponding distribution is obtained through data fitting [33] .
3) SHIP TRACK DISTRIBUTION
The ship track is the route that the ship follows while sailing. An analysis of the trajectories of all the ships in a particular water area can show the traffic conditions and movement routes. However, in the actual calculation, a track with a small probability is often neglected, and only the track distribution of the majority of ships is analyzed so that the track distribution the track is easily obtained. In addition, due to the complicated traffic conditions in the port, the ship track distribution generally does not show obvious regularity.
However, at the entrance and exit of the channel, the trajectory of the ship generally follows a normal distribution [34] .
4) SHIP SCALE DISTRIBUTION
The ship's dimensions are geometric parameters that represent the shape, size, and leanness of the hull. These parameters have an important impact on the navigation and behavior of the ship and generally include the captain, width, and draught of the ship. The scale of the ship is affected by factors such as the water depth of the channel, size of the berth, and auxiliary equipment of the port. Therefore, different distribution patterns are presented in different ports. Moreover, the port has a large amount of traffic, a wide variety of ships, and the distribution is not obvious, but it is generally a normal distribution [35] .
5) SHIP SPEED
The ship speed does not refer to the instantaneous speed of a single ship at a certain moment but refers to the average speed and the speed distribution of all ships within a certain time in a specific water area. Since the maritime traffic flow model is based on the ship's trajectory distribution, the ships' speeds can be used to express the distribution of the speed of each ship in the model, that is, the average speed of the maritime traffic flow model is the average speed of the ships in the model. The contour of the ship is described in the description of the two-dimensional model and can be expressed in terms of the length of the ship and the width of the ship. In the cellular automata model, the ship scale is quantified as the number of unit cells [36] .
In maritime traffic engineering, it is stipulated that when a ship is sailing on a waterway or ocean, it must maintain a certain safety distance without risk. Moreover, it defines a buffer zone for ships, which is called the ship sector. The ship domain model mainly includes the Fuji model and the Goodwin model. This article uses the former as the standard. That is, the ship is centered, and the elliptical area is defined by the length and width of the ship in terms of the first and last lines of the ship and the horizontal and vertical directions. Under normal sailing conditions, the front and rear are respectively 4 times the length of the ship and 6 times the length of the ship, and the left and right sides are expanded by 1.6 times the length of the captain (coastal waterway) and 0.8 times the length of the captain (inside the port and the narrow waterway). However, this division neglects the ship's attributes, motion characteristics and other factors (Taking Tianjin Port as an example, the safety clearance between ships before and after the requirements of the navigation rules should be at least 6 times the length of the ship), which may cause problems in some areas for ship safety because they are too large or too small, which wastes ship time slots and leads to low navigational efficiency. Therefore, the safe spacing of ships and the ship's scale are combined, and the ship is considered to use different safety intervals in unreachable channel areas. However, in practical applications, since the amount of ship passing in the boat channel is small and it has good maneuverability, the ship domain should be appropriately reduced, and the avoidance measures can be reinstated as soon as possible. Ships that use the main channel are large in scale and have poorly maneuverability, and the ship domain should be appropriately expanded to allow for sufficient time for avoidance. In this way, the navigation channel use efficiency can be improved under the premise of ensuring the safety of ships. Therefore, the following provisions are made for the ship domain in the Tianjin Port: The ship domain is either 6 or 4 times the length of the ship's front and rear, and the width of the ship's field is unified to twice the ship's width [37] .
To adapt to the grid space structure of the port, it is convenient to calculate and simulate an actual case and replace the elliptical field with a simplified rectangular field, that is, a rectangular area with the length of the ellipse as the long axis and the width as the short axis. As shown in Figures 7 and 8 , each cell size is defined as 10 m * 10 m. The light-colored area in the figure represents the ship domain, and the dark-pointed area represents a ship with a length of 100 m and width of 20 m.
In port traffic organizations, the avoidance priority is determined for ships using different channels, different locations, and different destinations, and those having different ship types. In general, the following order of priority should be followed:
(1) Inbound and outbound vessels using the main channel take precedence over inbound and outbound vessels using the boat lanes of the compound channel. (2) Ships that go straight through the fairway take precedence over ships that sail through the fairway. (3) Passenger ships and dangerous ships, large towing belts, 10,000-ton oil tankers and other limited vessels are preferred in terms of general bulk cargo ships. (4) A ship on a voyage takes precedence over a berthed ship [38] .
C. SHIP BEHAVIORAL MODEL
The foundation of the Internet of Things model is a smart port based on the Internet of Things technology. By using the Internet of Things technology to build a logistics information platform in the functional planning and construction of the port, the efficiency of each process in the port can be improved and the logistics cost can be reduced. The foundation of the Internet of Things technology includes RFID technology, sensing technology, wireless network technology, communication technology, Internet technology and other related technologies. Applying the Internet of Things technology to the construction of a smart port can realize the intelligent management of the port production operations, warehouse management, and logistics tracking.
The ship behavioral model is the core of the ship agent model. This section builds a unified driving behavioral model framework. In general, ship driving behavior includes three processes: perception, decision making, and execution. The characteristics of the ship driving behavior are reflected in the various processes of the model. The perceived characteristics of the ship's behavior indicate how the ship's driver perceives the driving environment. The decision-making characteristics of the ship's behavior indicate how the ship makes decisions. The behavioral decision-making characteristics of the ship describe how the driver makes his decisions [39] .
To correspond to the abovementioned ship behavior characteristics, the ship behavioral model framework is also composed of three units of perception, decision making and execution, and the three units sequentially perform perception, formulation and execution of decisions. Figure 9 shows the relationship between the architecture of the ship's driving behavioral model framework and the driving environment.
1) THE PERCEPTION MODULE
The main function of the perception module is to make and execute decisions based on the data obtained from the simulation system of the ship agent and the knowledge of the data. The perception module defines a series of variables, such as the speed and distance, to describe the data and to generate different perceptions of different environments to make different decisions [40] . 
2) THE DECISION MODULE
After sensing the current environment, the decision module will evaluate its own state and the external environment to generate actions such as acceleration and deceleration. If the ship does not need to change its state in the current situation, the decision module will maintain the ship's original behavior. For example, the ship maintains the navigation and speed at the same time in the channel. The decision module makes the most favorable decision based on the current state of the ship but is not responsible for executing the decision itself, leaving it to the execution module. However, in an actual situation, the driver often does not execute the action immediately after making a decision. For example, the ship's driver must perform an acceleration operation while satisfying the acceleration distance. However, due to its poor sensing of the distance, the acceleration operation will be performed after a certain period of time. Therefore, a time interval between the decision-making and execution modules will make the ship behavioral model more realistic. Moreover, the decision modules are organized in the form of decision trees. The ship agent has a corresponding decision tree for different external and internal situations that it must deal with. For the current state of the ship agent, the decision-making unit will search for the corresponding decision tree, and the search result may have multiple results. Among them, the decision that satisfies the conditions of each node is selected as the final decision and submitted to the execution module [41] .
3) THE EXECUTION MODULE
The execution module judges the corresponding decision made by the decision module and determines whether it is executed and the specific execution time. If the execution module finds that the current condition satisfies the decision made by the decision module, it will begin execution. However, if the current state is found to be out of the state in which the decision is made, the execution module will maintain the current behavior. The execution module consists of a main controller and several function controllers. The main functions are shown in Figure 10 [42] :
a) The main controller is responsible for receiving the decisions made by the decision module and invoking the module to process the corresponding decision controller, which is determined and executed by the specific function controller. If the corresponding controller finds that the current condition is not suitable, the decision will not be executed. b) The free ride controller is responsible for the implementation of the ship's agent free driving decision, and it controls the ship's behavior under free driving, including acceleration, deceleration and maintaining the speed of the ship. c) The controller that the ship will meet is responsible for the implementation of the ship agent's meeting decision and is divided into chasing, confrontation, and crossover encounter controllers. By judging the relative position of the ship and the preceding ship, the corresponding decisions are respectively implemented, including acceleration, deceleration and lane changes [43] .
a: SHIP MOVEMENT RULES
The ship moves at the next moment as follows [44] .
x n (t + 1) = x n (t) + a n (t + 1)
(1)
The rules of motion can be expressed in the form of cell evolution expressions. At time t, we express the cellular automaton operating speed as v n (t), and the ship is in the inbound state at this time, then cell [i] [j + v n (t)]·m_Status = 1 , cell [i] [j + v n (t)]·m_Navsta = 1· On this basis, there exist:
Then, at time t+l, the state of the cell can be expressed as:
At time t, we express the current cellular automaton operating speed as v n (t), and the ship is in the state of inbound navigation at this time, then cell
On this basis, there exist:
Then, at time t+l, the state of the cell can be expressed as: [45] i) ACCELERATION RULES:
When v n (t) ≤ v n−1 (t) and gap n (t) ≥ 6l n , at this time, a n (t) = 1, and the ship accelerates and the speed changes as:
ii) DECELERATION RULES:
When v n (t) ≥ v n−1 (t) and gap n (t) < 6l n , at this time, a n (t) = −1, and the ship decelerates and the speed changes as: v n (t + 1) = max [v n (t) + a n (t) , v lim , gap n (t) − 1] (7)
iii) RANDOM RULES:
Under the probability P break , after the above rules are applied, the ship's speed and heading changes are delayed, the delay time is t ∈ [−1, 1], and the delayed correction of the ship is strictly controlled according to the above rules to change the corresponding heading and speed.
c: THE MAIN CONTROLLER
In the framework of the proposed ship behavior model, it is necessary to establish an execution decision controller to perform unit control and analyze the ship free form, ship encounter, etc., during the simulation process [46] .
i) THE FREE RIDE CONTROLLER:
In the free state, there is no interaction between the forward ship and the ship, and the ship always aims to reach the maximum speed as soon as possible. In road engineering, the minimum visibility of a xenon lamp for a ship with a length greater than 50 m is 6 nmile, so the distance between the bows selected for the free travel limit is 6 nmile. If the ship's current speed is below its maximum speed, it accelerates to reach maximum speed. At time t, acceleration a n (t) = 1 and gap n (t) ≥ 6nmile.
If the current ship speed is higher than the maximum speed limit of the current route segment, the ship will decelerate to meet the speed limit requirement. At time t, acceleration a n (t) = −1 and gap n (t) < 6nmile.
When the free running controller senses that the current state meets the free driving condition, the ship will perform the corresponding acceleration or deceleration to achieve the current maximum speed.
ii) CONTROLLER FOR SHIP ENCOUNTERS:
The ship encounters are divided into chasing, confrontation, and crossover. The decision module will execute the corresponding decision controller by judging the relative position and heading of the current ship [47] .
x Ship chasing: At time t, if v n (t) > v n−1 (t), gap n (t) < 3nmile, and gap left > gap n , according to the provisions of the 1972 International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, the former ship is chased by the ship and it should be kept at a constant speed. The ship is a chasing ship, and the course should be changed according to the situation and the lane; the safety margin should be maintained; and the ship should be chased by the stern of the chased ship. Therefore, the entire ship is shifted from the ith line cell [il[] in the cell grid to the left side of the direction in which the ship travels to the i + n line cell [i] [], and the ship reduces speed in the process of changing the course, i.e.,
y Ship confrontation: At time t, if the directions of v n (t) and v n−1 (t) are opposite and gap n (t) < 6nmile, then according to the 1972 International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea: The two motor boats in question should each turn to the right, change lanes, and drive past the port of the other ship. Thus, the entire ship is translated from the f-th row cell [i] [] in the latticed grid to the right side of the direction in which the ship travels by n rows to the i + n rows cell [i] [], and the vessel reduces speed in the process of changing the course. The ship's avoidance operation is:
The avoidance operation of the preceding ship is:
The value of n is determined by the size of the avoidance vessel and the size of the unit cell in the water area in which it is located, thereby determining that it can pass at a safe distance. According to the navigation priority of ships in a complex channel, a boat should actively avoid a large ship during the confrontation process.
Ship crossover meeting: At t time, if the ship and the preceding ship form a crossover encounter on different custom routes, resulting in a collision hazard, the ship will perform corresponding operations to avoid a collision. When gap n (t) < 6nmile and gap n (t) become smaller, according to the relevant provisions of the 1972 International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, when the other ship is on the starboard side of the ship, the other ship is a direct ship and should be kept at a certain speed while the ship is giving way, and the ship slows down and turns to the right (the direction of his ship's stern) to avoid crossing the front of the ship, that is:
When the other ship is on the port side of the ship, the ship is a direct ship that should be kept at a certain speed, and while the other ship is slowing, it is turning to the right (in the direction of the ship's stern) to avoid crossing the front of the ship, that is:
The ship is likely to form a cross-matching situation at the intersection of the port channel and the boundary of the boat channel of a complex channel. At this time, the ship meets the conditions for decision-making, and the ship's meeting controller will perform the corresponding decision. In the actual process, when the ship is performing a lane change, it takes a period of time from the start to the completion of the change. In this paper, the corresponding simplified processing is carried out, and the time for a horizontal lane change is set to 0, that is, the ship changes lanes instantaneously.
IV. THE SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
For port waters, the simulation experiments were designed, and the study area was limited to waters within 47+500 of the main channel mileage. Moreover, the simulation experiments take the waterway as the research object. The whole channel is divided into segments, and the entire main channel is divided into 6 segments, each of which is filled with cells of different sizes. The specific design is shown in Table 2 :
The state of each cell in the port is updated in accordance with the evolutionary rules. At the same time, the speed of the ship is no more than 12 knots on channels 1, 2 and 3, no more than 8 knots on channel 5, and no more than 13 knots on channels 4 and 6. In the simulation experiments, the speed of each channel is set accordingly, and the ship speed value is specifically quantified by the number of cells in each route segment.
V. THE SIMULATION RESULTS
According to the above design scheme, a simulation model based on VC++-based cellular automata and agents is established to simulate the traffic flow of the Tianjin Port. The ship agent can realize real-time interaction and adjust its own navigation state according to its actual movement state and the current external environmental characteristics.
According to the simulation model of the cellular automata and Agent proposed in the previous section, the port traf-fic flow simulation is realized through system programming. At the entrance of the channel and at the berth, the ship is generated according to the law of the ship. The main parameters are: port traffic volume, ship initial track position, ship time interval, ship scale, ship type, ship speed, preset berth, anchorage and other information. These parameters are generated based on the collected data. The simulation program generates the ship into the simulated water area according to the above parameters, and performs activities such as anchoring, sailing, avoiding, and leaving.
When the ship enters the port in the port channel, the program analyzes the ship information to screen out the large ship and the boat to sail on the main channel and the boat channel respectively. When the ships meet at the entrance and exit of the boat channel, the boat actively avoids it. During the voyage, the ship performs a ship behavior model and is controlled by each speed limiter. When the ship arrives at the berth, it performs berthing operation and releases the berth after leaving the berth. When the ship leaves the port, the process is the same as above, until the ship automatically disappears at the entrance to the channel, which is considered to be the ship leaving the simulated port waters. Finally, the inbound and outbound information of the ship during the simulation, the information about the departure and the information on the type of the ship, etc. are archived and stored for statistical analysis.
In the port traffic flow simulation program, the navigation channel is divided into six route segments, the first to third segments are the main channel for entry and exit, the fourth segment is the boat channel and the separation zone, and the fifth and sixth segments are the Zhadong channel and the north channel, respectively. According to Article 7 of the Tianjin Port Navigation Rules, the main channel has a speed limit of 12 knots, the boat channel has a speed limit of 13 knots, and the Zhadong channel and north channel have a speed limit of 8 knots. Therefore, the first, second, and third channel speed limit is 12 knots, the fourth channel speed limit is 13 knots, and the fifth and sixth channel speed limit is 8 knots. In addition, the corresponding program expands the cell attributes and displays the ship's name, port status, current heading, speed, and communication.
According to the analysis of the traffic flow data of Tianjin Port, the ships are generated at the port berth, anchorage, and channel import and export, and the ship's inbound and outbound navigation simulation is realized, as shown in Figures 11 to 13 .
The ship agent makes the corresponding behavior decisions through the perception of its own state and the external environment and finally makes decisions by changing the state. When the ship enters and exits the port, the system implements a large-scale or small-scale ship according to the ship's attributes. Moreover, the series of the ships' activities in the port traffic flow simulation system is in line with the actual traffic conditions of the port and better reflects the characteristics of the port traffic flow. The distribution of ship types is shown in Table 3 . Up and down ships are mainly composed of ordinary cargo ships, container ships, dangerous goods ships, fleets and other ships. Other ships include passenger ships, engineering ships, official ships and fishing boats, and ordinary cargo ships account for about 80%.
The simulation time step takes 10 seconds; the simulation warm-up time is 4.5 hours, and the simulation time is 1 day (24 hours). The simulation was run 30 times. After the end of the operation, the traffic flow through the section of the Yangtze River Bridge was counted and compared with the actual value, as shown in Table 4 . The comparison results show that the number of simulated ships and actual ships is relatively close, and the relative error is less than 10%, which indicates that the simulation model can simulate the actual traffic conditions with high precision.
VI. DISCUSSION, ANALYSIS, AND OUTLOOK A. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
The rapid development of shipping has led to an increase in the number of transport vessels, the scale and speed of ships, and the traffic flow density. At the same time, with the rapid development of the road transportation network, the number of inland river bridges has increased year by year. These bridges have diminished the navigational environment of the bridge area to a certain extent, increasing the difficulty and risk of navigation. Reducing this security risk, effectively organizing and managing maritime transportation and increasing the passage capacity of the channel are problems that maritime departments and scientific personnel need contemplate and study. Therefore, this paper proposes a method for modeling and simulating the channel traffic flow in a shipway to simulate the formation process of ship traffic flow. Through these studies, the behavioral characteristics and ship dynamics can be quantitatively or visually analyzed, which provides a powerful method for evaluating the passage capacity, navigation risk, and organizational and management effectiveness of the navigation channel.
Port traffic flow modeling and simulation is of great significance for guiding the port design and transformation. At present, a port traffic flow simulation is mainly carried out by constructing a cellular automata model or an agent model, but both have advantages and disadvantages. The cellular automata model is easy to implement but is not realistic, and it is difficult to characterize individual differences. However, the agent model is highly complex and its simulation efficiency is low. Therefore, this paper combines the advantages of agent and cellular automata models to establish a port traffic flow simulation model.
According to the characteristics of the port traffic flow, the idea of a hierarchical division of the traffic entities is proposed, which is divided into the cell entity layer and agent signal control layer, and a port traffic flow simulation framework based on cellular automata and agent theory is established.
The cellular automata model of the port waters is established by analyzing the characteristics of the port waters. Moreover, under the simulation framework developed from the combination of cellular automata and agent theory, the ship's agent model is established by considering the effects of the complex channel characteristics and collision avoidance rules. Finally, the channel speed limiter is constructed to realize the connection between the port water cell model and the ship agent model and establish the port traffic flow simulation model.
Based on simulation models such as ship generation, route generation and navigation decisions, the simulation method for the water passing capacity is proposed: The saturation quantity of the simulated ships through the channel section within the specified time is regarded as the passing capability of the channel. By designing the simulation experiments, it is possible to evaluate the passing capacity of the multibridge waterway under different conditions.
Based on the principle of the ship domain, the ship conflict model is proposed. By combining the traffic flow model with the ship conflict model the state, time, location and danger level of the ship conflicts can be determined. The number of statistical conflicts is presented in a visual form, which can intuitively illustrate the degree of collision risk in different areas of the channel and how to change the simulation parameters to obtain the influence degree of different factors on the ship conflict.
Based on VC++ programming, a port traffic flow visualization simulation system is designed. Taking the port data as an example, the traffic flow simulation model based on cellular automata and the agents is verified to reproduce the traffic flow status of the Tianjin Port system. The simulation results show that the port traffic flow simulation model based on cellular automata and agents can reflect the various traffic phenomena of ships entering and leaving the port.
B. OUTLOOK
This paper proposes a port traffic flow simulation model based on the combination of cellular automata and agents. However, due to the many factors affecting the port traffic flow, the established model simplifies the secondary factors. Therefore, the features and content that need to be improved in the future are listed here:
When constructing a ship model, it is necessary to comprehensively analyze the influence of wind, flow and waves on ship motion, and a 3D simulation model should be considered, or the generation of a realistic port model by connecting the model with a GIS system.
To balance the simulation speed, this paper simplifies the ship model and only considers vessels with a ship length greater than 50 m. In future research, it is necessary to establish a ship model with ship lengths less than 50 m, enrich the ship types and improve the simulation effect of the ship model. The ship agent model established in this paper is relatively simple. Therefore, in the future research, it is necessary to improve the structure of the agent model and enrich the functionality of agents so that the ship microscopic simulation model is more in line with the navigation dynamics of the real ships in the port IS1.
When the simulation model is running, it is assumed that the hydrological and meteorological conditions are good and do not affect the navigation of the ship, which has certain limitations. In future research, the simulation models need to consider the hydrological and meteorological conditions, and further explore the impact of these conditions on the ship traffic flow.
This study proposes a simulation model of the traffic flow of the port channel. Through the design simulation experiment, the evaluation of the passing ability of this special channel is realized. It is verified that the simulation model can simulate the actual traffic condition with high precision; the simulation results show that under the current navigation conditions, the passage capacity of the channel is very rich compared with the actual traffic flow; within the safe speed range By improving the navigation speed of the ship as a whole, the passage ability of the navigation channel can be significantly improved; the influence of the change of the water depth of the channel on the passing ability of the upstream and downstream channels is obviously different; the simulation system can realize different navigation environments by setting different simulation parameters and Passing capability simulation under traffic flow characteristics.
The visual analysis function of the simulation results by the simulation user interface is relatively simple, and the functions need to be further enriched. Moreover, the background algorithm program has a complicated structure, and the simulation runs for a long time, so it is necessary to further optimize the program structure and improve the simulation efficiency.
VII. CONCLUSION
The traffic flow is the best representation of ship behavior. Through the simulation of the traffic flow, the behavioral characteristics and ship dynamics can be quantitatively or visually analyzed, which provides a powerful method for evaluating the passage capacity, navigation risk, and organizational and management effectiveness of the channel. At the same time, according to the characteristics of the port traffic flow, the idea of a hierarchical division of the traffic entities is proposed, which consists of the cell entity layer and agent signal control layer, and a port traffic flow simulation framework based on the combination of cellular automata and agent theory is established. In addition, by analyzing the characteristics of the port waters, the cellular automata model of the port waters is established. Moreover, under the simulation framework of the combination of cellular automata and agent theory, the characteristics of the complex channel and the collision avoidance rules are fully considered, and the ship agent model is established. Finally, the navigation channel speed limiter is constructed to realize the connection between the port waters cell model and the ship agent model, to establish the port traffic flow simulation model. Moreover, the relevant data is collected for the experimental analysis, and the reliability of the analysis results is demonstrated by a comparison with the actual situation. The research results show that the series of activities of ships in the port traffic flow simulation system is in line with the actual traffic conditions of the port and better reflects the characteristics of port traffic flow.
